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Why Would a Christian Leader Say:
“to Stand Against Israel is to Stand Against God”?
Introduction
As a Palestinian Evangelical, I am like many Arab Christians who are interested
in understanding why do Fundamental Evangelicals in the United States support the state
of Israel1. Unfortunately, the answer of this question is complex and would require
extensive research beyond the limitations of this paper. Consequently, I am limiting my
research to the founder and director of “Moral Majority” (1979-1989), Jerry Falwell,
whom is considered one of the most prominent figures in Fundamentalism 2. For example,
Merrill Simon describes him as “a spiritual leader who touches tens of millions of
Americans.”3 Furthermore, many Israeli Prime Ministers noted his strong influence on
American public opinion and sought to meet him. Thus, I believe that this study in not
without merit. Indeed, I hope that studying Falwell’s influence will bring us one step
closer to understanding the rationale behind supporting the state of Israel in Fundamental
circles in the 1980s. In short, I limited my research by focusing on one leader and by
focusing it on one decade (1979-1989), from the founding of “Moral Majority” to its
dissolve on June 11, 19894. This does not mean ignoring the socio-political, theological,
and historical factors in previous decades. Instead, it means utilizing our understanding
from previous times to clarify the reasons behind Falwell’s support of the state of Israel
and to observe the perpetuation of certain pertinent Israelological beliefs 5.
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From now on, I will use the word “Fundamentalists” or “Fundamentalism” to refer to
Evangelical Fundamentalists in the United States. I am well aware that the shorter label is also used for
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Focusing my research on Rev. Falwell is based on several reasons: 1) he is an
active well known Fundamentalist; 2) he is consciously involved in influencing the
American public opinion; 3) he combines between politics and religion; and 4) his efforts
are recognized and appreciated by the state of Israel. These points will be seen in the
following paragraphs where I am placing Falwell in his historical context in order to
represent him fairly6. The data is presented in chronological order.
Falwell’s Background and Context
Falwell is a Baptist Minister from Lynchburg-Virginia7. He was born on August
11, 1933 in a troubled family. His father killed his uncle who was the troublemaker of
Lynchburg. This incident shaped the future of his father and the rest of the family.
Although, the court declared his father “not guilty”, this proclamation did not change his
father’s lifestyle. Instead, he became alcoholic and suffered until his deathbed
conversion. At that time Jerry was only fifteen years old; however, the memory of his
father will continue to shape his life for a long time.
On January 20, 1952 Jerry became a follower of Christ at Park Avenue Baptist
Church. The youth pastor of the church, Jack Dinsbeer, trained him and encouraged him
to become a full time minister. As a result, he went to Baptist Bible College in
Springfield-Missouri and earned his B.A. Soon after his graduation, he became the
pastor of 35 members who left Park Avenue Baptist Church. Later, this church of
dissenters became one of the biggest Baptist Churches in the world and it has now more
than 22000 people8. Clearly, Thomas Road Baptist Church is the core of his ministry and
the spiritual mother of many other ministries, such as, the radio and television Old Time
Gospel Hour, and Liberty University.
On January 23, 1973 Jerry was extremely disturbed by the Supreme Court
decision to legalize abortion. This issue was the first spark that convinced him of the
importance of engaging culture and influencing the American public opinion. In 1979,
his efforts gave birth to the first board of directors of the Moral Majority. The board
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included four Baptist pastors and one Presbyterian9. They were a) pro-life, b) protraditional family, c) pro-moral, and d) pro-American which, in their mind, meant being
pro-national defense and pro-Israel10. And they hoped to promote their goals by
establishing a big voting block. They wanted “to politicize and unify the frustrated and
fragmented conservative, fundamentalist religious community and mold it into a political
voting block”11.
In 1979, Israel gave Falwell a Lear Jet (a private airplane) and in 1981 he received
the Jabotinsky Award in New York12. This award is named after Vladimir Jabotinsky
(1880-1940), a Jewish militant Zionist from Russia, the founder of so-called Revisionist
Zionism, who advocated a Jewish state on both sides of the Jordan River. In 1981,
Menachem Begin Prime Minister of Israel called Falwell asking for his support after the
Israeli bombing of an Iraqi nuclear facility. These few incidents reveal how the state of
Israel appreciated the support of Jerry Falwell and it uncovers his importance in their
eyes. Indeed Falwell is a significant Fundamentalist who supports Israel. But why does
he support the state of Israel? Falwell answers this question by stating three main
reasons: 1) humanitarian, 2) political, and 3) theological 13.
Falwell’s Reasons for Supporting Israel
First, Falwell supports the state Israel for humanitarian reasons. Like many
Americans, Falwell feels a commitment towards the Jews and thus towards the state of
Israel. He believes that supporting Israel is the antidote of anti-Semitism. Obviously he
wants to terminate anti-Semitism from America and other places by directing people
towards supporting Israel and thus changing the long history of Christian-Jewish
animosity. Almost all of the questions of Merrill Simon, a Jewish leader, were colored
by fears from Christian radicalism that showed its ugly face and terrified the Jews
through out the ages. Thus, in order to better understand Falwell’s rationale and Simon’s
questions we must at least present a very short survey of anti-Semitism.
9
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Clearly, anti-Semitism has continued to exist throughout the ages. Contemporary
Jews are rightly concerned about any signs of its spread. The history of Christian
atrocities and persecution against the Jews fills the pages of history. It was seen among
prominent church fathers, such as Gregory of Nyssa or John Chrysostom, in the
Crusaders’ period and throughout the Middle Ages when Jews were considered devils
and child-killers, during the reformation whether under the leadership of Luther or
Calvin, and all the way to the twentieth century especially in the bloody holocaust.
Furthermore, it was seen in America, including Virginia, Falwell’s State.
Indeed, the New World is not innocent from the charge of anti-Semitism. The
first recorded anti-Semitic public action in America was made in 1654 by Peter
Stuyvesant who wanted to banish the Jews from what we call today New York. The
ideology of excluding the Jews and blaming them for any catastrophe continued to exist
in early America, the colonial period, America in the 1800s, Pre WWI years, Interwar
years, and even post WWII years. It was seen in different movements or figures 14 such
as, Henry Ford (1863-1947), William Dudley Pelley (1890-1965)15, Gerald L.K. Smith
(1898-1976- a Baptist minister), Gerald B. Winrod (1900-1957- Kansas Evangelist),
Father Charles E. Coughlin (1891-1979, a Catholic Priest)16, and the infamous Ku Klux
Klan17.
Many Fundamentalists were guilty of promoting the Anglo-Saxon superiority, in
addition to marginalizing and attacking minorities including the Jews. Obviously, in this
context, American Jews are skeptical about the Fundamentalists’ motivations. Merrill
Simon tries to expel these fears concerning Falwell. He says that the latter was raised as
a southerner in rural areas at a time when it was accepted to call blacks “niggers” and to
envision Jews as people with “horns and tails” but “Falwell’s views have undergone
drastic-almost revolutionary- changes since his formative years”18. Bluntly, Simon
presents before Falwell the fears of the Jewish community in America saying that
American Jews “can’t perceive of an evangelical organization as bringing any good” to
14
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them19. Indeed, they are rightly paranoid of anti-Semitism, demonizing their race, and
forfeiting their basic human rights. Many of them saw in the state of Israel the answer of
their pain, injustices, and centuries of landlessness. To attack the existence of Israel is to
attack their basic elements of security and existence. No wonder, Falwell response to
Simon’s concerns emphasizes supporting the state of Israel as the antidote of antiSemitism. Jerry saw the state of Israel as the humanitarian answer for the long history of
the suffering of the Jews.
He wanted to assure them that he understands their need to live safely as any
other human being. As a result, he accepted the term Judeo-Christian that promotes
according to Finklestein religious pluralism20. Furthermore, he rejected the concept of
Christianizing America and ridiculed it in order to assure the Jews that Fundamentalism
is safe and does not promote anti-Semitic sentiments21. He wanted to distance himself
from the crusaders and people like Jim Jones 22.
Second, Falwell supports the state of Israel for socio-political reasons. As you
might have noticed, I expanded Falwell’s label, political, to socio-political. It seems to
me that we can’t fully understand Falwell’s political motives without some cultural
and/or socio-political backgrounds. Gladly, Susan Harding, a social scientist, has studied
Falwell’s contributions and has provided us with helpful backgrounds 23. Harding labels
Falwell’s school of thought as a kind of cultural politics 24. She tries to understand how
Fundamental Christians interpret reality and concludes that, in the 1980s, “Bible
prophecy was the lens through which twenty to thirty million Bible-believing Christians
in America read current history and the daily news”25. Then she discusses the
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American’s commitment to Jews is a complex socio-political and theological phenomenon. In
an unpublished article, Fred W. Beuttler discusses Louis Finklestein role in making Judaism America’s
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relationship of the Bible to history in Fundamentalism and concludes that
Fundamentalists read history backwards. The future events are fixed and known and they
shape the present reality26. This backward reading of history is consistent throughout the
1970s and 1980s27. In the 1970s, it motivated many Fundamentalists to spread the gospel
before the return of Christ and it determined their view of history, namely, history is
regressing and Fundamentals should not waste their time in political activism. Instead,
they must proclaim the good news and save sinners from this burning world whose
destruction is imminent.
This ideology squared well with their premillennial faith but did not fit well with
their patriotism. What about America’s role? In their system, the Middle East is the
center of God’s eschatological plans and Israel, not America, is the center of the world.
Should then Americans be concerned about the progress or regress of their society and its
moral standards? And if they are concerned, should they take any political actions? How
can they justify such actions in their gestalt?
Harding considers similar questions and convincingly argues for an ideological
shift in Fundamentalism28. She believes that, unlike the 1970s, Fundamentalists, in the
1980s, integrated the future of America into their agenda. This shift is seen in the
following examples: a) in 1970, in their best-seller book, Lindsey and Carlson wrote, “It
is clear that the U.S. cannot be the leader of the West in the future” 29. They assumed that
the Middle East is the center of the world and political activism in America will not
answer “the basic and visceral questions of man”; thus, Americans need to step aside and
“give God a chance to present his views” 30. In 1980 Lindsey wrote “The 1980’s:
Countdown to Armageddon”, in which he had a whole chapter on the U.S. He argued
that the United States foreign policy has strengthened the U.S.S.R. control of the world
and that many high officials in U.S. Secretary of State have promoted global dominion of
communism. Then he adds, “I believe it is high time for the citizens of this country to
clean this “elite” group out of the Department of State and replace it with some people
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Ibid., 230. Since the Scopes trial and in continuity with German higher criticism, many attacked
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with common sense and courage”31. Furthermore, he says that the Bible “supports
building a powerful military force. And the Bible is telling the U.S. to become strong
again”32. However, in order to obey this divine commandment, Christians must get
involved in preserving America33. They must continue to believe in the Lord Jesus
Christ, to pray, to send missionaries, and to support Jews and the state of Israel 34.
B) Our second example is Tim LaHaye 35. In the 1970s time wrote “Revelation:
Illustrated and Made Plain” and “The Beginning of the End” 36. In the former he outlines
the book of Revelation and unfolds the future in a chronological way leading us to
twentieth century Christianity, which he relates to the Church of Laodicea and declares
God’s condemnation on it 37. In the same book, he opposes political activism and attacks
its promoters saying, “The pulpits of churches are being used today as sounding boards
for racial agitation which depicts the blindness of these churches because they are
striving to solve man’s racial problems externally or by means of education” 38. In the
latter book, LaHaye also gives a very pessimistic view of the future of this world and
implies that America is part of the apostate world that will be destroyed. He says, “the
depressing conditions presently ensnaring our society should not make us despondent.
Instead, we should anticipate the Lord’s coming every day” 39. In short, he is not calling
for reforming the culture or for political activism. Unlike the 1970s, in 1980 LaHaye
focuses on America’s domestic and foreign policy. In “The Battle for the Mind”, he says,
“We Christians have almost totally abandoned the second-most important field for
31
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influencing people today – government”40. Then he adds that the personal experience of
faith in Jesus Christ is not sufficient; we must provide moral leadership to society i.e. via
political activism41. But how can LaHaye reconcile his political activism with his
dispensational pacifist pessimism? LaHaye accepts the irreversibility of Israel’s
tribulation but says that America’s tribulation is different. It “is neither predestined nor
necessary”42. By encouraging Fundamentalists to move towards political activism,
LaHaye is widening America’s political support for Israel43. He believes that the most
significant reason for America’s blessings is her national policy towards Israel. Israel
military force is the “Achilles heel to the Soviets design for world supremacy” 44. And
thus Israel’s military force is in America’s best interest.
These two examples help to illustrate the pertinent ideological shift. Nancy
Ammerman discusses this shift and illustrates it by a number of politico-religious groups
that were organized in the 1980s. Some of these groups are: the Religious Roundtable,
The American Coalition for Traditional Values, Christian Voice, and Moral Majority 45.
These groups were founded in order to influence the public opinion and as a result protect
traditional values in the United States. They reflect an ideological shift from separatism
to political activism.
Grace Halsell illustrates this shift from the perspective of American Jews and
Fundamentalists. She argues that Jews and Fundamentalists were not only separated
geographically but also ideologically. The former are liberals and the latter are
conservatives46. Thus why should they become partners? In order to answer this
question, Halsell illustrates the history of American Jews and their American allies in the
40
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twentieth century. From 1948-1967 American Jews were allies with the National
Council of Churches (NCC) and with U.S. Conference of Catholic Bishops 47. They had
good relationships with Presbyterians, Methodists and Episcopalians who taught against
anti-Semitism in their schools. After the Arab-Israeli war in 1967, the NCC joined the
United Nations in calling for the end of Israeli occupation of Arab lands 48. In 1980, the
NCC supported establishing a Palestinian State; their position convinced many American
Jews to look for other allies49. Fundamentalists were more than ready to accept
American Jews as allies who will help them to impact the American public opinion.
They wanted to create a pro-religion culture, and were willing to abandon their
separatism in order to open a new page with American Jews. Although, the history of
anti-Semitism in Fundamentalist circles is scary, contemporary realities convinced both
parties to join their efforts50. For example, Falwell’s Moral Majority wanted to influence
the public opinion and engage it in order to protect traditional family values. They were
willing to include Jews, and other groups who agree with their policy. They justified this
shift on the grounds of evangelism and missions. In their mind, America must stay
righteous and resist the spirit of humanism who prevents Fundamentalists from sharing
their beliefs freely. Also, America must stay strong so that Fundamentalists will continue
to send missionaries around the world. In short, Falwell’s Moral Majority sought a
spiritual revival and a political renewal at the same time.
In this context, we can better understand Falwell’s ideological shift especially his
desire to influence the public opinion and to create more bridges with American Jews, an
influential group. Clearly, his views towards the state of Israel could serve him to build
bridges with Jews and with Fundamentalists who believe in the importance of the
eschatological destiny of national Israel.
Falwell expressed his views of Israel to Merrill Simon saying that the state of
Israel and the United States are connected politically at several levels 51. A) Both parties
47
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have a similar democratic ideology. They are unlike Arabs who refuse the American way
of life and promote a totalitarian system seeking to regain lost territories and to
aggrandize new ones. B) Supporting Israel is the antidote of anti-Semitism. C) Israel is a
stumbling block against the Soviet Union dominion. Many Fundamentalist writings in
the 1980s expressed their fears from the spread of communism and of the power of the
Soviet Union who possess nuclear powers. They believed that according to scriptures,
the Soviet Union is going to dominate the world and possibly destroy America. The
Soviets will control the oil of the Middle East and attack Israel, America’s alley.
However, God will interfere to protect Israel and thus through the latter America’s hope
of destroying the enemy (U.S.S.R) will be accomplished. But now, Israel needs
America’s help and must be protected.
Third, Falwell supports the state of Israel for theological reasons. In 1982, in an
article edited by Falwell, John Feinberg who was the chairman of the Department of
Theological Studies at Liberty Baptist Seminary explained why Christians should support
Israel52. In four points he presents a typical theology of premillennial pretribulational
coming of Christ with the full blessing of Falwell who subscribes to the same school of
thought53. A) There are two peoples of God, Israel and the Church, or the national and
the spiritual respectively54. God distinguished the former with “socio-politico-economic
blessings”55. B) God’s Abrahamic covenant with national Israel is unconditional.
Unconditionally and without limiting receiving the divine promise by Israel’s obedience,
the Lord promised her all of historic Palestine as well as other portions of the Middle
East. “Biblically, prophetically, and ultimately, the “land” will include that area promised
to Abraham in Genesis 15: 18” 56. C) Prophetically, there are several things that are
stored for Israel: 1) in unbelief, they will return to the land before the tribulation and
reveal God’s providence in “the miracle of statehood”57, 2) Israel will have a government
and make a seven year covenant with the Beast, 3) Israel will rebuild the Temple in
Jerusalem and will offer animal sacrifices, 4) Israel will go through unparalleled
persecution, 5) at Armageddon God will deliver national Israel from political persecution

52
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and lead her to Christ, and 6) Christ will initiate the Millennium Kingdom where Israel
will live in peace. D) In view of the previous discussion, Christians should spread this
pertinent theology, fight anti-Semitism, pray for the state of Israel, and actively support
its divine rights to all her promised land. Falwell adds that God’s blessings and curses on
nations depend on their relationship with national Israel. He highlights the importance of
Israel’s statehood and considers it the most important event in history since the
Ascension of Christ 58. And based on KJV of Genesis 12: 3, “I will bless them that bless
thee, and curse him that curseth thee”, Falwell concludes that America unconditionally
and “without hesitation” should give “total financial and military support to the State of
Israel”59. He adds saying that to “stand against Israel is to stand against God.”60
Analysis and Comments
Industrialism and Nationalism in the United States pushed towards bigger social
units bringing together different cultures and religious perspectives and thus leading to
the private/public distinction in order to keep the peace and maintain this heterogeneous
structure61. Consequently, religion became a private matter; however, Falwell who
rightly insisted that religion should shape the public opinion rejected excluding the
influence of religion and insisted that abandoning it will lead to the destruction of our
societies. He emphasized literalism, traditional values, and right behavior or orthopraxy
over orthodoxy62. And he resisted privatizing God insisting on God’s activity in our
world and proclaiming the importance of connecting this divine activity to America’s
national identity. Moreover, Falwell believes that God is active in the world today
whether through blessing societies or through bringing his wrath on them. His wrath is
seen in pestilences, diseases, earthquakes, and many other medical and natural problems,
while his blessing is seen in supernatural divine actions and in providence especially the
establishment of the state of Israel. In other words, for Falwell, eschatology is a major
indicator of God’s existence and activity in the 20th and the 21st centuries. Furthermore,
the national identity must reflect God’s existence, activity, and moral standards. And in
order to accomplish this goal, Falwell insisted on drawing the law from the sacred text63.
58

Falwell, The Twenty-First Century and the End of the World, 10.

59

Simon, 64.

60

Jerry Falwell, Listen America (New York: Doubleday and Company, 1980), 215.

61

John Garvey, Introduction: Fundamentalism and Politics, in Fundamentalisms and the State,
edited by M.E. Marty and R. Scott Appleby (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1993), p. 14. Garvey
has influenced my thinking and evaluation of Falwell even though he is not quoted directly. Although, he
discusses Fundamentalism as a movement, many of his comments apply to Falwell as an individual and to
Moral Majority as a movement.
62
63

Ibid., 15-17.

Ibid., 19. This phenomenon is not limited to Evangelical Fundamentalists in the US. It is also
found in many other fundamentalist movements. Indeed, many have noticed that Jewish Fundamentalists
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This sacred text, in Falwell’s mind, justifies giving the Holy Land to Israel.
Unfortunately, by moving in this direction, Falwell have missed few important things and
consequently have harmed the cause of Christ especially in the Middle East. In the
following few paragraphs, my intention is not to attack Falwell but to point out few
significant dangers in his approach hoping that those who subscribe to his school of
thought will be alarmed.
First, Falwell’s approach consciously overlooks the injustices against Palestinians
whether in 1948 or throughout the history of the state of Israel. Falwell calls the
establishment of the state of Israel the “miracle of Statehood” while Palestinians call it
(al-nakba – )ال ن ك بة, the catastrophe. Mitri El Raheb describes this event stating that as a
result of the Arab-Israeli war in 1948, four hundred eighteen (418) Palestinian towns or
villages were completely destroyed 64. He elaborates explaining that many Palestinian
children were killed; many lost their properties and became homeless. More than
712,000 Palestinians lost their homes and became refugees. They lived in very harsh
conditions after being kicked out of their own houses. Fortunately, the National Council
of Churches and other humanitarian organizations were sympathetic to these Palestinians
who were deprived of their basic human rights. Unfortunately, the Israeli oppression
against Palestinians continues to this day65. Palestinians became the victims of victims,
and those who were persecuted by anti-Semitic movements put millions of them under
military law for decades and continue to confiscate their lands and suppress them until
today66. Ironically, in order to control Palestinians the Israeli government follows
strategies similar to the ones practiced under anti-Semitic regimes. For example, in order
to identify Palestinians quickly, the state of Israel assigned certain colors to their licensecar plates and to their I.D. cards. In short, Falwell failed and continues to fail in hearing
the cries of the oppressed Palestinians because he is overemphasizing the needs of the
oppressor.
want to base their lives on the halakha ( הלכה- rabbinic interpretation of the Law), and Muslim
Fundamentalists want to establish an Islamic State based on the Shari’a law ()ال شري عة اإل س الم ية.
64

Raheb, 16. Raheb’s description is in agreement with many historians and human right activists.
Indeed, the United Nations understood the impact of the Palestinian tragedy and tried to funnel
international aid. Further information on Palestinian refugees could be found in: Palestinian Refugee
Research Net; accessed on October 28, 2003; available from
http://www.arts.mcgill.ca/MEPP/PRRN/prfront.html.
65

Gary Burge provides documented details concerning the Israeli injustices against Palestinians
since 1948. Gary Burge, Whose Land? Whose Promise?: What Christians are not being told about Israel
and the Palestinians. Cleveland: Pilgrim Press, 2003. I think that Burge’s book is one the best evangelical
books on the Palestinian Church even though I disagree with some of his assumptions. For further details
see my book review of Burge’s book on:
http://www.comeandsee.co.il/article.php?sid=492&mode=thread&order=0<a%20href=.
66

Alex Awad provides us with a good historical presentation of the struggle over the land with
many illustrative maps. Alex Awad. Through the Eyes of the Victims. Bethlehem: Bethlehem Bible
College, 2001.
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In 1998, several Evangelical Palestinian pastors and leaders tried lovingly to point
out to Falwell his unjust pro-Israeli, anti-Palestinian stance. They said 67,
“We, your brothers and sisters in Christ, prayerfully and in the spirit of love, appeal to you to
reexamine your positions regarding Israeli policies in Jerusalem, the West Bank and the Gaza Strip .”
However, Falwell did not respond. Furthermore, in a personal conversation with Dr.
Bishara Awad, president of Bethlehem Bible College, he informed me that he and other
evangelical Palestinian leaders have invited Dr. Falwell to come and see the Palestinian
situation for himself. They invited him to be their guest. Sadly, according to Bishara,
Falwell did not respond.
Second Falwell’s approach overlooks divine agape love concerning the
inhabitants of the Middle East. His biblical understanding marginalizes the rights of
Palestinian Muslims and Christians along with many others in the Middle East, and
makes the destiny of the Jews worse than the holocaust. In other words, Falwell’s
approach sacrifices the enthusiasm of evangelizing the Middle East and sharing with
them God’s love; instead he promotes an eschatological massacre. Dropping divine love
from his politico-religious agenda leads him to dogmatism and to parochial
interpretations of the Bible.
Last, there are many inconsistencies in Falwell’s theological position whether his
understanding of the identity of Israel, the land, or the church 68. He overlooks the
diachronic development of the word Israel and instead adopts a synchronic definition.
Consequently, he wrongly equates Israel to the state of Israel. He also overlooks several
important biblical texts that explain the theological aspects of the land; instead he limits

67

The letter to Jerry Falwell was signed by: 1) Reverend Musa Abu Ali (Bible Baptist ChurchBeit Hanina), 2) Reverend Alex Awad (East Jerusalem Baptist Church-Jerusalem), 3) Reverend George
Awad (Bible Presbyterian Church-Bethlehem), 4) Reverend (Bassam Bannoura Shepherd Field Baptist
Church-Beit Sahour),
5) Reverend Atallah Esawi (Church of God-Aboud), 6) Reverend Naju Issa (Bible Baptist-Jericho, 7)
Reverend Munir Kakish (Pentecostal Church – Ramallah), 8) Reverend Ibrahim Mseeh (Local BaptistRamallah), 9) Reverend Botrus Mualem (Church of God- Beit Jala), 10) Reverend Magdi Anwar
(Missionary Alliance Church- Jerusalem), 11) Reverend Nizar Tuma (Nazarene Church- Jerusalem), and
12) Reverend Nihad Salman (Church of God- Bethlehem). The letter can be retrieved from: Letter to Rev.
Jerry Falwell; accessed on October 28, 2003; available from http://www.salam.org/policy/falwell.html.
According to the above letter, these Palestinian leaders were responding to Falwell’s pro-Israeli statement
in page four of the International Herald Tribune, January 22, 1998, under the title: Christian Right Backs
Israel.
68

This paper will not discuss these inconsistencies in order to limit its size. However, the reader
can see my article, Christ is the Owner of the Land which is available from:
http://www.katanacho.com/Christ%20is%20the%20owner%20of%20the%20Land.doc. In it I provide a
more elaborate response to some aspects of pretribulational dispensational theology especially the issue of
the “land”.
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himself to the territorial aspect of the land, and to territorial and temporal eschatology
where righteousness, justice, mercy, and love are less central than eschatological plans
and agendas. Finally and sadly, Falwell overlooks his brothers and sisters in Christ who
are Palestinians. For him, to stand against Israel is to stand against God but for us to
overlook sin and promote injustices is to stand against God.
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